NORTH ISLAND
At dusk, the garden is alight with
illuminated Japanese maples,
floating steps, and a Chalice
sculpture of macrocarpa discs
turned by Shane Hurliman.

the twilight garden
Incredibly, the end of the day brings out the best of this central
New Plymouth garden, designed to shine at the setting of the sun.
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Mel and Shane with 15-year-old
golden retriever Sam in the
courtyard garden starring
shaggy miniature agapanthus,
Rhododendron ‘White Pearl’ (left)
and ‘John Bull’ (right).

“We call it wine design…
sitting with a glass
of wine in the corner of the
property to figure out
how it’s going | to go.”

S

Japanese maples
(Acer palmatum
‘Orangeola’) guard
the bottom lawn
of Sequoia Steps.

“I garden with my heart not my head. It gives so much
back to me. You might get the odd rose scratch or dirt
in your eye, but everything else is wonderful.”

equoia Steps is a New Plymouth garden so nice, they
built it twice – but not by choice.
Mel and Shane Hurliman have created
an illuminated festival garden starring 26 wooden
steps that flow up and down a tranquil spot beside
New Plymouth’s Awanui Cemetery. It’s peaceful
now, but in 2013, the couple had a heart-wrenching
boundary wrangle with the city’s district council.
Their personal story began several years before, in the
mid-2000s, when Shane, a police sergeant, replaced
a dilapidated ponga retaining wall in the courtyard
garden for Mel, a registered nurse and immunisation
coordinator. “That was prior to our relationship. I came
and did that for Mel, and then there was wine and pizza
and things started to crack along a little bit,” he says.
From courtyard to courtship, labour to love, Shane
moved in with Mel in 2006. They were married in 2008.
Not long after shifting in, problems arose with one
of five towering poplar trees on the boundary with the
New Plymouth District Council-owned cemetery. Because
of a blocked drainage system, water was pooling at the
bottom of a steep hill causing a 24m poplar to develop
a serious lean, threatening the house.
When the council came to remove the trees, one of the
workers showed Mel the precarious state of the listing
giant. “The roots were hanging in the air on one side.”
All five were taken out and conversations began around
putting up a fence to protect against a spate of burglaries.

In a verbal discussion, the couple was told the council
would pay for half the fence if it went on the true
boundary line and if they wanted to put it anywhere,
they would have to pay for it themselves.
They chose the latter option, believing they would
be close to the boundary and there wouldn’t be a problem
because the area wasn’t used for anything anyway. “That’s
when we made our mistake,” Shane says.
Over the following years, they created their garden
by erecting a fence and building 26 steps, using 3000 litres
of concrete in their foundations. These led to a sunny
deck, where Mel and Shane even spent a night under the
stars on a blow-up mattress.
They also planted a line of trees, a citrus orchard, laid
pavers, added a washing line and planted a formal lawn.
But early in 2013, the council sent surveyors to the
property. “That’s when they alerted us to where the true
boundary line was. Initially, we were told to move
everything – planting and structures – within three
months,” Shane says.
“That was a big ask when it had taken us three years,”
Mel adds.
In negotiations with the council, they asked for more
time because they had already committed to entering
the Taranaki Garden Festival for the first time. They also
queried why the trees had to be removed from an area that
would revert to wasteland.
The mayor and councillors visited the property to see
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“It’s a total commitment looking after
a garden and keeping it tidy.”

how things could move forward and the Hurlimans were
given an extension to shift their structures to the true
boundary after the annual festival.
“The trees stayed,” Mel says.
They missed entering the 2014 festival but have been
in every year since 2015 and will be open this year too.
The garden still has 26 steps, but 16 go up to a new deck
and the rest flow down the other side.
On reflection, they much prefer the new layout to the
original steep hike. “It was a chore to go up and down
those steps if you were having drinks up there or having
friends around,” he says.
“With the new steps, you are in touch with the garden,”
Mel says. “You can sit on a step and feel connected to the
garden and get a different view.”
At nighttime the garden is illuminated, so festival
visitors are invited to come after dark too. During the 2018
festival, of the 550 people who visited the garden, about
120 came at night, despite dodgy weather.
“The lighting system started with strip LEDs in the
wheel arches of the Dodge Challenger,” Shane says, of the
red 1973 car he has on display during the event.
A mate installed the lights, enabling him to change the
colours and sequence with a remote control.
Once the second set of steps were built, he asked his
mate if it would be possible to have the same lighting
system under each step and seats on the deck. “Fortunately
for us, our friend said yes. He said it was a oncer, just for us.
He soldered every joint himself.”

Pavers lead the way through
mass-planted vermillion clivia,
ground-hugging comfrey and the
leaves of a camellia sasanqua.

But there are flowers, mostly in subtle hues, provided by camellias,
azaleas, rhododendrons, roses, kōwhai, magnolias, comfrey and liriopes.

Japanese maple,
Acer palmatum
‘Peaches and Cream’,
above clivia and a
sculpture by Shane.

The couple want to share Sequoia Steps with others,
so have added a B&B downstairs and have had wonderful
feedback from guests and festival visitors.
The most common comment is about how serene the
garden is. “We don’t have lots of flowers in the garden, but
with the (Japanese) maples we get lots of colour and
texture and they move in the breeze,” Mel says.
But there are some flowers too, mostly in subtle hues,
provided by camellias, azaleas, rhododendrons, roses,
kōwhai, magnolias, comfrey and liriopes.
Both spend hours in the garden, Shane armed with his
leaf blower and Ryobi line trimmer, and Mel with her wire
scratcher for picking out weeds. “It’s a total commitment
looking after a garden and keeping it tidy,” he says.
“I’m not a knowledgeable gardener – I garden with
my heart not my head,” she says. “It gives so much back
to me. You might get the odd rose scratch or dirt in your
eye, but everything else is wonderful.”
So, the Hurlimans give back to the community
by donating their festival ticket takings to a different
charity each time. Coupled with the raffles they run in the
garden, they have raised about $1300 each year for Child
Cancer, St John Ambulance, Taranaki Surf Life Saving, the
Life Education Trust, and Forest and Bird.

Beneath a claret ash, a white
carpet of petunias and alyssum
lead to a three-piece sculpture
called Earth, Sun & Sea.
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Japanese maple backed
by orange clivias.

The Freedom Tower water
feature, made by Shane.

Variegated hosta and
large-leafed ‘Princess Wu’.

This sculpture has
a solar light at its base.

“Overall, it’s a safe haven. We can both be having a rough day
at work and we come home to this, and it’s a relief.”
The shady walk below the
copper beech and pūriri
features Acer palmatum
‘Shiraz’ and enables
Mel’s favourite downward
view of the hostas.

Garden plan

1 Driveway
2 Rhododendrons
3 Roses
4 Mondo grass courtyard
5 Raised paved courtyard
6 Paved path
7 Hosta garden
2

“I think natural
flame always looks
good,” Shane says
of the tiki torches.

8 Timber steps
9 Feature maple
10 Timber deck
11 Timber steps
12 Seat
13 Lawn
14 House
Plan drawn by
Renée Davies
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The latter is particularly appropriate
because this garden and its borrowed
landscape is alive with flight and
feasting. Native birds, particularly
kererū and tūī, are drawn to a giant
pūriri, thriving banksia and the
blossom-laden cherries – a ‘Tamara’
and an ‘Awanui’ – planted over the
fence. “We looked out and counted
a minimum of 22 tūī in one cherry
tree,” Mel says. “It looked black
because of the all those tūī.”
Another feathered caller is Daisy,
a demanding duck who has been
on the scene for the past three years.
“She goes from house to house in the
neighbourhood quacking until she
gets fed. There used to be a Donald,
but he hasn’t been around for a
while,” she says. Mel has found the
ducks swimming in the Twin Towers
water feature made by Shane.
Mel has lived at the Sequoia Grove
property for 26 years, watching
it morph from an ordinary backyard
into a shapely garden defined by hard
structures, low clipped hedges and
mature trees, all softened with
Japanese maples, groundcovers and
mass plantings. The transformation
has been helped by pinot noir. “We
call it wine design. That’s sitting with
a glass of wine in the corner of the
property to figure out how it’s going
to go. We did that both times,” she
says, referring to the two-step dance
they had to perform because of the
boundary dispute.

“We are still finding pockets of land
– not many – but there’s always
something we can try and improve,”
Shane says. “It’s living, breathing,
changing… it will never be the same
two years running.”
They have cleared the bush and
undergrowth from where the steps
come off the deck and are planting
ferns and bromeliads. “It’s not visible
from the rest of the garden, so it will
be a bit of a surprise.”
Below this area is a massive
driftwood chair that appears in their
wedding photos. They bought the
solid structure in Auckland and
when moving it into the garden with
a trolley, it sank into the lawn. The
couple had to call on a rugby team
to manoeuvre it into place below
the pūriri.
Sculptures placed throughout the
garden also include a number that
showcase Shane’s artistic flair. His first
effort was an abstract work using nine
wooden rings turned by someone else
out of macracarpa. These sit on wire
stems like a bunch of flowers in the
canine-hardy courtyard garden,
which includes a checkerboard formed
by pavers edged with mondo grass.
“Overall, it’s a safe haven. We can
both be having a rough day at work
and we come home to this, and it’s
a relief,” he says. “We are living the
dream – the novelty doesn’t wear off.”
“We just feel really privileged to be
here,” Mel says. ✤
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